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NARHAMS member Jim Miers, who 

is just back from Albania, sent in 

this picture. Apparently, the U. F. O. 

University is located on  Zog I 

boulevard in Tirana, Albania. 

(photo by Jim Miers)
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ZOG-43 is the newsletter of the 

National Association of Rocketry 

Headquarters Astro-Modeling 

Section # 139 (NARHAMS). We 

are committed to providing the 

most up-to-date information on 

model rocketry to rocketeers of all 

ages, abilities, and interests. 

Current rates.

Meeting pickup              $10

E-mail  $10

USPS delivery  $15

Submission Guidelines.

If you would like to submit 

material (articles, photographs, 

plans, etc.) to ZOG-43, send it by 

mail to:

ZOG-43

9112 Bradford Rd

Silver Spring, MD 20901

or by e-mail to:

zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is produced on an Apple 

iMac using Appleworks 6. 

Photographs by Eric Henderson, 

except where noted. 

This Edition: 20 copies. 

NARHAMS ON THE WEB

http://www.narhams.org

NARHAMS serves the 

Baltimore/Washington metropolitan 

area and the state of Maryland. The 

club is  Section 139 of the National 

Association of Rocketry (NAR), 

and is the oldest continuously 

active model rocket club in the 

United States. It is also the only 

six-time winner of the NAR Section 

of the Year award. 

PUBLIC LAUNCHES are hosted 

by NARHAMS at the NASA 

Goddard Space Flight Center 

Visitor Center on ICESat Rd. in 

Greenbelt, MD. The launches are 

held, weather permitting, the first 

Sunday of the month at 1 PM. 

SPORT LAUNCHES are held the 

third Saturday of each month at the 

Old National Pike Recreation Park 

on Rte. 144 near Mt. Airy, MD. 

They are always open to non-club 

members who wish to fly.

CLUB MEETINGS are held on the 

first Saturday of the month from 

5:30 to 9:30 PM at the College 

Park Airport Annex Building. All 

prospective new members are 

welcome. 

DUES are 10 cents a week, with 50 

cents required up front as a sign of 

good faith. (This has not changed 

since 1965.)

Directions to College Park 

Airport. 

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. 

South. Make a right onto Paint 

Branch Parkway, then make a right 

on Cpl. Frank S. Scott Dr. At the 

airport entrance, go straight to the 

Operations building. The annex is 

adjacent to the Ops building. 
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Tom Benvengi’s beautiful Estes Saturn V 

takes off on a D12 at the June launch.

Alex Mankevich starts the timer on 

his “ICU” camera rocket.

ICU lifts off on twin D12’s.

Mike Kelley’s Aerotech Strong Arm takes 

off on a White Lightning motor.

Thomas Henderson’s The Walrus 

lifts off on a cluster of 3 D12’s, 

accompanied by its theme song.

A clustered model descends 

at the June sport launch.



JUNE SPORT 

LAUNCH REPORT
by Tom Ha

The June club sport launch held 

from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM on 

Saturday June 21 at the park field 

in Mount Airy, Maryland was an 

unqualified success. With one 

hundred flights of a range of 

rockets, there was something to 

please everyone. Everyone on the 

field was happy to support the 

efforts of two interns from 

National Public Radio as they 

conducted interviews and took 

photos for a web-based feature. 

The interns were able to speak with 

some of the folks that came by 

from the Hobbytown Build-n-Blast 

session, including an 11 year old

girl, and they received a huge range 

of comments and talk about range 

safety,  national events and the fun 

that brings everyone out in the heat 

of a summer day.

The launch included flights of 

saucers (Chris Ha) and radio-

controlled rocket gliders (Kevin 

Johnson). Working his way across 

the power spectrum, Bruce Henry 

flew four rockets from a 1/2A3 to a 

G80. The G80 was in a handsome 

rocket known as “Newton”, short 

for “Newton’s Third Law of 

Gravity”, the formula for which 

was also on the rocket. Other 

rocket names ranged from The Bat 

(built in 1983 by John McCoy) to 

the LOC/Precision spool rocket 

called Cool Spool (Ken Compell), 

from Little Shuttle (Ian Dolbier) to 

the Saturn 5 (Tom Benvengi). We 

also watched as Frankenrocket 

(Dave Dolbier) flew, and Dick 

Stafford treated us to several flights 

of monocopters sold by Art 

Applewhite, along with his Hat of 

Death and several other rockets. 

The Scouts were in evidence, as we 

had golden and not-so-golden 

scouts flown and recovered 

throughout the day. The weather 

cooperated with us, with no wind 

to start the day and some very 

gentle breezes throughout the day. 

A big thank-you goes out to 

everyone who helped set up and 

tear down, and to KJ for giving me 

a break during the day. My first 

experience as a Launch Manager 

was a very good one, helped by a 

complete lack of soccer players.
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Mike Kelley’s D-Region 

Tomahawk lifts off on a G64 White 

Lightning at the June launch.

Launch manager Tom Ha is interviewed by two interns from NPR at the 

NARHAMS June sport launch in Mt. Airy.



FROM THE MICRO 

CORNER: THE BAT 

T3 DOWNSCALE
By John McCoy Sr. NAR-

15731.

One of Estes “Moldy Oldie” 

Classics designs is the ever popular 

“the BAT”  (circa 1981-84).

Its odd forward-swept bat wing 

fins and unique all-white gargoyle 

demon bat fin decals just seem to 

reach out and grab. 

I’ve always had a very special 

place for the BAT as it was one of 

the very first models my son ever 

built when I got him interested in 

the hobby back in early 1981.   My 

currently flying model is numbered 

070 built 04-03-83, being 

reconditioned and re-noseconed 

after a shock cord separation in 

1990.

I’ve been planning to 

Micronize the model since 

February of 2001,  but those darn 

white decals were such a pain!   

Originally intended to be a T4 

model (.448”) diameter, the parts 

drawing sat unfinished in my 

computer all these year while I’ve 

played with different schemes 

trying to avoid redrawing those 

dang decals, all to no avail. A 

couple weeks ago, I bit the bullet 

and set out to redraw both the 3-

piece wing decals and try a single 

piece version.   Once I had the 

outlines done I set to coloring them 

in with Prisma Oil pencils, then 

scanned and cleaned up the line art 

in CorelDraw-13.  

Now, to build the model a little 

smaller and lighter yet, I opted for 

T3 (.375”) diameter tubing instead 

of T4.  Adjusted the parts on the 

one page plan, gathered the “stock” 

parts and turned a Basswood BNC-

T3X nosecone. 

Fin material is 1/32” basswood.  

The model is fitted with a .281” 

(T2+) x 1” Micro Maxx motor 

mount with FlisKits fiber T3-T2+ 

centering rings.   Anchoring the 

shock-line around the motor mount 

has become my preferred method.  

I’ve recently added to this 49 

strand overall 18ga. stainless steel 

beading wire extending from just 

below the foreword centering ring 

to just inside the forward end of the 

body tube. Tied with two half 

hitches to the crimped eye in the 

anchor is 36” of 90lb Kevlar shock-

line.   

White glue was all that was 

needed for construction of this 

simple design. Tiny epoxy fillets 

are added to the fins, along with 

.063” diameter styrene launch lug 

that is drilled out to .050”.

Sanding the basswood with 

320grit sandpaper was all that was 

needed to begin priming the model 

with el-cheap-O Wal-Mart auto 

gray primer.  4 good coats was all 

that was needed then DRY sanding 

with 320 and 400grit paper to a 

babies butt smooth finish before 

applying 2 coats of Krylon gloss 

black.  

After overnight drying a little 

rubbing with Finessit-II removed a 

couple small dust particles and 

polished the surface to a high shine.  

Single piece body-wing decal 

didn’t work out,  so it was back to 

using the three piece body-wing 

layout.  These resized, redrawn 

decals worked out pretty well.  I 

did find a couple missing places on 

the feet that required use of a 

replacement decal.  I just missed 

those claws when coloring I 

suspect?  

After allowing several hours for 

the decals to dry the model was 

completed with a coat of NU-

Finish Auto polymer and buffed to 

a high shine.  

Micro BAT was launched at  

Narhams June 21st sport launch on 

a MMX-II motor reaching about 

120 ft alt.  Perfect  streamer 

recovery. Landing with no damage 

ready for many more flights. 

If you don’t have a way to 

print white decals, IE by owing 

either an Alps printer or Gerber 

Edge machine.   An alternate color 

scheme might be Overall Orange 

with black printed decals. 

Keep em flyin Micronized

John
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John McCoy’s completed Micro 

Maxx downscale of “The BAT,” 

with Mosquitoes for scale. (photo 

by John McCoy)
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CARDEROCK 

SCOUT LAUNCH
by Jennifer Ash-Poole NAR 

61415

May 15 was the annual 

Carderock Cub scout launch. Since 

Richard had broken his ankle, it 

was just me and my launch pad for 

this event. We had about 50 cub 

scouts, most from the Wood Acres 

Elementary School. I showed one 

of the parents how to prep the 

engines, gave my safety talk, and 

we started lining up the kids. 

Another parent helped me out at 

the rack with getting the rockets on 

the launch rods, and another parent 

did crowd duty.

For some reason, several 

rockets in a row misfired, and 

started to put the rocket on fire. 

(yum, burning plastic). After a few 

of these, I determined, it was 

shorting, then starting the paper on 

fire, which started the rockets. I 

started double checking some of the 

ignitors, and replacing any that 

looked funny, and the misfires and 

fin burning came to an end.

All rockets were launched, 

several were crispy, but the scouts 

had fun. The scout troop gave us a 

nice donation, and said "See you 

next year!"

STEEL CITY 

CONTEST REPORT
by Jennifer Ash-Poole NAR 

61415

I headed north Friday June 13 

to do battle with the Pittsburgh 

Space Command and other clubs in 

the regional Steel City Smoke Trail. 

I was the only NARHAMS person 

attending,  but this helped out the 

PSC guys to make it a regional.

Others attending Steel City as 

hard core competitors were Glenn 

Feveryear of SPAAR, Bruce 

Canino of SoJARS, Jon Stenborg, 

his daughter, and a friend from 

CATO and CMASS, and of course 

the Pittsburgh guys of Rod Scahfer 

and Steve Foster as the Flying I 

Beam Kids and Brian Guzek in B 

Division. A girl named Kate who 

flies for PSC rounded out the 

divisions. A, B and Team had 2 

entries, C had at least 6.

Saturday came, and the field 

had not been mowed. Rod and 

Steve had spent Friday evening 

with a weed whacker to get the 

grass down around the pads. After 

Glenn, Bruce and I all flew our Set 

Duration (so we would have 

enough timers) we retrieved them, 

and the maintenance guy came out 

to mow the field. He didn't mow 

everything, but where he did mow, 

turned out to be where the majority 

of the rockets were landing.  There 

was much rejoicing in the mowed 

field, since the grass was about 

waist high.

The day started out cloudy, but 

turned into waves of rain with 

breaks. During the break, the wind 

was  calm, and we emerged from 

our tents to fly. I had rebuilt a 1/2A 

RG, that when I launched it, 

thunder was heard right above me. 

While it was raining, I was 

sanding my helicopter fins for my 

model. I needed to get hinges from 

Rod and I proceeded to build the 

model on the range. I had the tube 

and fins, I just needed to replace 

blades and hinges. I got the model 

almost complete by the end of the 

day, but there was another wave of 

rain, so Ward and I packed it up 

early.

Dinner was at Texas 

Roadhouse, and we had a good time 

comparing NAR notes and talking 

rocketry. 

Sunday started out foggy, but 

cleared into a sunny day. The PSC 

guys obviously are used to flying 

their sport launches on Sunday, 

because we had a lot more people 

out on the range than the day 

before. I flew my helicopter, but 

the rubber bands weren't tight 

enough so I DQ'd. I changed out the 

bands, and did a qualified flight.

B Streamer was not my friend. I 

flew it twice (it was multi-round) 

the day before and DQ’d both of 

them. So, I tried once more, and got 

a qualified flight. 

1/8A BG proved to have a few 

designs. Kate flew and broke the 

old B division record. I had pod 

separation issues, probably due to 

the rain and humidity. I kept 

sanding, but kept having the same 

problems, so I DQ'd both flights.

I did get 1098 points for 

NARHAMS. I know we weren't 

going after any banners this year, 

but I like to support the PSC guys, 

since they make it down for us for 

ECRM. Besides, I also got in a few 

sport launches, something I don't 

get to do during our competitions. 
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BUILD AND BLAST 

AT HOBBYTOWN 

USA
by Jennifer Ash-Poole NAR 

61415

Maria Ha and I were tasked 

with helping out with the 

Hobbytown Build and Blast on 

June 21.

Building time started at 10:00 

AM, and when Maria and I got 

there, we had some waiting 

customers.

Estes sent the Big Goliath (Pink 

and black rocket) and the generic 

E2X kits. I took the E2X and 

Maria took the Goliath. Between 

us, we had 15 kids build their 

rockets.

Richard of Hobbytown printed 

out directions to the launch site 

from the store for us.

We sent with each kid home 

with the directions to the launch, a 

coupon from Hobbytown, a club 

flier and a Goddard contest flier. 

Tom Ha reports that he saw several 

Hobbytown USA bags show up at 

the launch to have fun.

Due to a newspaper error, they 

are having the Build and Blast again 

on June 28. I am not sure if anyone 

from the club will be helping. 

Each year, this Build and Blast 

gets bigger. The first year, we had 

maybe 3 people. Now, we have 15. 

Richard didn't run out of kits, but 

hopefully we'll get to the point we 

will!

HARFORD 

COUNTY CUB 

SCOUT BUILD AND 

LAUNCH
By Bradley Grant

During the week of June 16th 

2008, NARHAMS was invited to 

help the Cub Scouts of Harford 

County build and launch Model 

Rockets. Helping out from 

NARHAMS were Roy 

Lappalainen, Jennifer Ash-Poole 

Alex Mankevich, Patty Grant and 

yours truly. 

There were about 162 scouts 

that needed to build and launch 

rockets that week.  So NARHAMS 

was going to be very busy in 

getting everyone to build and 

launch.

The Rocket the scouts built was 

the Super-Six by Doug Pratt 

Hobbies. It is a very easy and 

forgiving rocket for first time 

builders.  The engines that we 

received were B6-4s. These engines 

are twice as powerful as what is 

normally launched at this field.  So 

the scouts were going to see some 

very high flying rockets.

The build got started on the 16th 

of June with Roy and I helping the 

scouts build the Super –Sixes. A 

nice thing about this year’s version 

of the Super-Six is that there are fin 

markings that can be wrapped 

around the body tube and it is now 

a 4 fin rocket. I think these changes 

made it easier to ensure the fins 

were lining up accurately. The 

Scouts came at us in 4 Groups of 

about 3 dens each. We were able to 

get through each group in about an 

hour.  The last group was not able 

to add fins to the rockets because 

of a late day thunderstorm.  This 

did not pose a problem though 

because I was coming back up later 

in the week to work on the rockets.

After doing the build, I went 

home and put the igniters into the 

Quest B-6-4 Engines. I prepped 

165 Engines.  For those of you, 

who fly Quest engines; use the 

eraser end of a pencil to push the 

igniter plug into the engine. This 

makes for a quick and reliable way 

to get these engines ready. 

I went back up to the field on 

the 19th and spent about 2 hours 

doing some final prep work on the 

rockets. I finished the fin assembly 

for the last group of scouts and 

then placed the rockets so that they 

could be taken to field the next day.

On the 20th, Patty and I arrived 

at the field around 8:30. No matter 

how hard I try I am always 30 

minutes late on this day. Alex and 

Jennifer were already at the field 

getting things ready.  We set the 

rack up and Patty was signing the 

first time Certificates for the 

scouts.  We ran out of certificates 

with about 30 scouts to go so I 

spoke to the person responsible for 

the entire week and I told him we 

would send the certificates to him. 

We then got the rockets, Jennifer 

and I started putting the engines in 

the rockets, however because the 

rockets came late, we had scouts 

coming up to launch their rockets 

while we were still getting the 

engines installed. However, we 

were able to pass the engine task 

off to some very helpful Den 

Mothers and we began the Launch.

With Alex helping getting the 

rockets onto the rack and tracking, 

and Jennifer as the Range Safety 
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Officer and Managing the Launch 

rack, I organized the scouts in 

groups and gave them their safety 

talk; I also did last minute repairs 

on the rockets.  However due to the 

large numbers, we really could not 

talk much about the Hobby. 

We were able to get all the 

scouts to launch their rockets and 

we were done by 2:00 PM. About  

162 rockets took to the air on a 

fantastic weather day. The scouts 

did a great job in building their 

rockets and enjoyed seeing their 

rockets fly. I can only think of 

about 2 or 3 problem launches. As 

part of the day, Alex bought his 

Space Ship one Rocket and 

launched it for a group of scouts 

and they really enjoyed the flight.  

Afterwards I met with Jim 

Grant, the person responsible for 

the week and I gave him the rest of 

the certificates and fliers for the 

club and the July Goddard Launch. 

I told Jim the rockets they built 

would be very good for that launch.  

We also agreed that we will 

probably break up the launch day 

so not as many scouts come at one 

time and we can talk more about 

the Hobby. One other thing I gave 

Jim was a flier listing web sites and 

hobby stores if some Cub Scouts 

were interested in pursuing the 

Hobby further.

So all in all it was a great day for 

the scouts and a very good day for 

NARHAMS. The model rocket 

build and launch is the best part of 

the week for the Cub Scouts and 

that is made possible by the hard 

work the club does for this event.  

Thanks to everyone who helped on 

this build and launch.

BEHIND THE 

SCENES: 

SHAMROCK 

TROPHIES
by Ole Ed

Did you know that NARHAMS 

has been getting their awards and 

trophies from the same place for 

the past forty years?  Oh, there 

have been transitions and changes, 

but the club has followed the linage; 

this article tells you of our supplier 

and these changes.

Of course we are talking about 

Shamrock Trophies of Glen Burnie, 

Maryland.  The owner is Mike 

Thompson.  He bought the shop 

and hung up his shingle on April 1, 

1990.

Mike bought the business from 

Bob Ahumuty who had run the 

business since the 1970’s under the 

name of Mannie’s Trophies.  Bob 

bought the company from the 

original Mannie and ran it down the 

road on Crain Highway sharing the 

office with State Farm Insurance 

brokers.  

Here’s how that worked:  when 

you walked into the ground floor 

suite, if you headed right, there 

were the insurance guys.  If you 

walked to the left, there was Bob.

How the insurance guys worked 

with Bob, I’ll never know.  Bob 

was and is a great guy, really 

personable, but he chained 

smoked…cigars.  When you visited 

there was always the stogie either 

in his hands or mouth.  Part of the 

aroma of dealing with Bob (yes, I 

used the word aroma) was that 

when you picked up your 

newspaper-wrapped trophies, they 

smelled of cigar smoke.  The 

trophies also smelled when 

unwrapped and when you awarded 

them too.

But like Mike, Bob could make 

some sweet looking trophies, really 

cheap for the club, and the awards 

had a rocket on top instead of a 

golfer, a circular plate, or an artistic 

flourish. (Mike, by-the-way, still 

has some of Bob’s old cigar boxes 

which when emptied of cohevos 

were used to hold nuts, bolts, really 

tiny silver golfers and artistic 

flourishes).

The original Mannie, who I 

never met, had the shop even 

further down Crain past the Dragon 

Moon Tattoo emporium (highly 

recommended) and adjacent to an 

adult novelty and bookstore.  Bob 

didn’t like the location, and thought 

it stunk up business so he moved in 

with the insurance guys.

We learned of the shop from 

Howard and Dottie Galloway who 

bought Mannie’s trophies for 

awards for the Star Spangled 

Banner Section (#156) and I 

imagine when we wanted trophies 

in the real old days, Howard would 

pick them up from Mannie and 

take them to work, see Jim 

Barrowman, who worked with 

Howard, and make the tradeoff.

Mannie’s, Bob’s and Mike’s 

trophies were used for NARAM-7 

(1966), NARAM-10 (1968), 

NARAM-13 (1971), NARAM-35 

(1983) and now NARAM-

50…actually medals for this latter 

effort.  He (now Bob) made super 

awards for the US/USSR 

Spacemodeling Championship and 

Cultural Exchange (1988)—with 

black granite bases and black 

engraved triangular award 
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plates—some of the classiest 

rocket awards I have seen west of 

central Europe.

Mike changed the name to 

Shamrock Awards and Engraving.  

Mannie was gone when I started 

picking up the trophies after Jim 

stopped with the club. For some 20 

years, I thought Bob’s name was 

Mannie!  Bob just never bothered 

to change the name and it had some 

cache with established customers.  

Mike however tired of being called 

Mannie by new customers and so 

he picked Shamrock as the new 

moniker.

Technology changed the 

business over the years.  We used 

to sweat the wording on the name 

plates.  The word that comes to 

mind is a repitograph.  I am sure 

that is misspelled and I don’t have 

access to the Internet at the time of 

this writing, so I’m going to let it 

go, other than to say if you wanted 

a word on a plate, the operator 

would stencil it with a stylus on a 

template while a small robot would 

repeat the motion cutting into the 

name plate.  Words used to be 25 

cents each up to a certain max and 

then to go over it was 10 cents a 

letter my imagination is telling my 

memory.  Anyway you could 

spend 2-3 bucks on a nameplate 

and that was expensive.  Nowadays 

computerized CAD/CAM software 

and cutting devices can churn out 

different language fonts and other 

exotica for like 25 cents a plate and 

take our logo and put in on an 

award like we do for our FROG 

awards.

Well here’s the plug for 

Shamrock, unless you think this 

whole article is one.  Shamrock still 

gives you a square deal—great 

value with excellent quality and 

superior service.  You don’t like 

what you got, no arguments, Mike 

will work for your satisfaction.  

Bob or he have made all of our 

ECRM and GSFC Apollo Contest 

Awards (except for the first year, 

and that’s a separate story—but 

they provided the rocket tops!).

Mike’s phone is 410-766-4866 

and e-mail is 

shamrockawards@verizon.net.  

Shamrock Awards and Engraving is 

located at 900 Crain Highway 

North, Glen Burnie, MD (21061).

If you are planning an event 

with another group or just wish to 

give someone a nice personalized 

gift, please consider Shamrock.

Switching gears, next month, I’ll 

tell the history of ZOG-43; yes 

just let me go into my basement 

and get some notes…am sure they 

are down here somewhere.

THE EDITOR’S 

COLUMN
by Thomas Henderson

June was certainly a busy month 

for NARHAMS. In this issue, five 

different events are covered ranging 

from the monthly meeting to cub 

scout launches to the Steel City 

meet up in Pittsburgh. That’s all in 

addition to the ongoing 

preparations for NARAM-50 at 

the end of July. 

The black-and-white ZOG in 

June was a significant improvement 

over the color April and May 

issues. All future issues (except 

special editions) will be in black 

and white in both their print and 

electronic versions.

Unfortunately, this issue is once 

again a little late. My excuse this 

time is that I came back from a 

vacation to Wisconsin right before 

the July meeting, and then forgot 

that Office Depot would be closed 

on the Fourth of July, so it took 

longer than usual to get the issue 

finished and printed. 

The next issue (Vol. 30, No. 8) 

will be a special edition for 

NARAM-50 that will replace the 

August issue. The regular August 

issue will be combined into an 

extended September issue, No. 9. 

Everybody continues to be very 

good about sending in material. I 

had event reports from several 

different people this month, as well 

as the Bat plan from John McCoy 

and the Zog Boulevard picture from 

Jim Miers. My thanks once again 

to everyone who has sent in 

material.

It’s funny how as soon as you 

start looking for a thing, it starts 

popping up all over the place. My 

father and I rented a car and drove 

out to Wisconsin recently. The 

license plates on both the rental and 

our normal car end in the digits 

“43.” On the way, we passed at 

least two very conspicuous “Mile 

43” signs, and one sign that said it 

was 43 miles to somewhere (I don’t 

remember where.) I saw a 

bobblehead figure of a baseball 

player in a gift shop wearing jersey 

number 43. And, while listening to 

a recorded version of “Breakfast Of 

Champions” by Kurt Vonnegut, a 

story by Kilgore Trout is described 

whose main character’s name was... 

ZOG. Unfortunately, Zog died 

when he was hit on the head by a 

five iron while warning the owner 

of the five iron that his house was 

on fire. So it goes.
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MINUTES FROM 

THE JUNE 

MEETING
recorded by Chris Kidwell

Open building session for Fly 

It/Take It event

Meeting called to order by 8:17 pm 

by Chris Ha

Members attending: Matthew 

Allen, Roger Allen, Jennifer Ash-

Poole, Jim Filler, Brad Grant, Chris 

Ha, Tom Ha, Zach Ha, Kevin 

Johnson, Chris Kidwell, Roy 

Lappalainen, Alex Mankevich, 

John McCoy, Jim Miers, Ed 

Pearson, Alan Williams, Mark Wise

Outreach.

May 4 - Ha family did a launch for 

20 scouts of Pack 177 in 

Mechanicsburg, PA.

May 15 - Jennifer did a launch at 

Carderock for 50 kids. They 

donated $100.

May 30 - Kevin and Jennifer did a 

talk at Howard County Middle 

School expo.

Minutes from May read. Motion 

to accept (Jim Filler/John McCoy) 

passed.

Old Business.

Brad is coordinating a launch for 

Harford County cub scouts on June 

16, with help from Alex, Roy, and 

Jennifer.

Jennifer brought in flyers for the 

Goddard contest, July 20.

We need a launch manager for June. 

Jennifer is doing the build and blast 

event at Hobbytown USA in the 

morning.

Treasurer's Report.

In May, we collected $133.14 and 

spent $122.65.

Income: $12 raffle, $120.69 

donations, $0.45 interest

Expenses: $16 launch rails, $86 

storage fees, $20.65 Space Day 

lunch

Cash: $51.72

Bank: $2074.88

Total: $2126.60

Motion to accept (John 

McCoy/Tom Ha) passed.

New Business.

Goddard Launch Fest (formerly 

community day) is Sept 13. They 

are expecting 10,000 people and 

would like us to do a demo. 

Jennifer will coordinate.

Build and Blast building session at 

Hobbytown USA in Frederick on 

June 21, 10-11:30 am. Jennifer and 

Maria will do the building session. 

Tom Ha will be launch manager.

Jim Filler gave an update on the 

opening-day activities of 

NARAM-50. There will be two 

windows at 8 am and 11 am for 

demo launches. Bill Stine will be 

bringing models.

Motion to adjourn (Roy 

Lappalainen/Alan Williams) 

passed.

Meeting closed at 8:52 pm.
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ZOG-43
9112 Bradford Rd

Silver Spring, MD 20901

LAUNCH SCHEDULE
SPORT LAUNCH

Old National Pike

Mt. Airy

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

July 19

PUBLIC CONTEST

Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor Center

1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

July 20
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